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Abstract. The analysis of the current state of applications and the results of studies carried out 

at international level have led to the approach of an eco-efficient methodology for the recovery 

of waste generated from construction activities, demolition, and the addition of alternative 

stabilising materials to obtain optimized structures capable of providing a higher quality of the 

works carried out. Three types of stabilising slurry agents were selected for the experimental 

programme: the water-based polymer product AggreBind (AGB-BT), the Terra 3000 solution 

based on the Power binder, and the Earthzyme polysemantic product. Experimental studies on 

the use of these types of products in earthworks for stabilizing embankments, building and 

repairing road systems and industrial platforms have shown significant increases in strength and 

bearing capacity. The use of these environmentally beneficial alternative materials has led to 

significant reductions in construction time, decreasing total construction and maintenance costs 

in the short and long term. 
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Abstract. Value criteria and dimensions of heritage are two aspects on which the heritage value 

is calculated. The Heritage Value Calculation is effectively a computation whereby the heritage 

value for given site is established. This method was applied to two seminal contemporary 

architectural case studies, namely, the Palace of Rituals (Georgia) and the Manikata Church 

(Malta). The heritage value computed for each provides insight into their essential features 

whilst allowing a comparison of the sites – Georgia and Malta are spiritually linked through the 

same religious faith. Although the Palace of Rituals scored slightly higher in the dimensions of 

materiality, function, and spirit and memory, the Manikata Church obtained considerably higher 

scores for design, location and context, and traditions and techniques, thus ending up with a 

higher overall final heritage value score. 
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